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ACROSS
  1 Most agreeable for a city street (6)
  4 Rex in touch with shrink (8)
10 Will Shakespeare originally cutting 

offensive last word at end of Hamlet (9)
11 Permissible lining for every device used 

in fire management (5)
12 Boast of bishop attending charity event 

(4)
13 Tall thin fellow’s explosion of anger isn’t 

without a hint of bitterness (6,4)
15 Reportedly produced and worn by a 

spinster (3,4)
16 Spirit shown by Sweden’s top football 

team (6)
19 US poet’s redemption (6)
21 Adept at pursuing 16 briefly amongst 

academics (7)
23 What 2 did with foe drawn angrily 

circling about (10)
25 Commotion mostly over island’s 

religious mystic (4)
27 Women only seen at church from this 

time onwards (5)
28 Fictional detective coming across pieces 

of art implicating the French in fraud (9)
29 Old gold coin found in river by boy 

framed by gran (8)
30 Spanner? (6)
DOWN
  1   Portable computer’s weight boosted by 

what may be found on it (8)
  2 Polish king hiding in house of 

prophetess (9)
  3 Criticises mounting of photograph (4)
  5 Ridiculous in support of east German 

fact denier (7)
  6 Troy happy with German’s innovative 

style of printing (10)
  7 Joint article on rearing animals (5)
  8 Mathematician from university in 

Hertfordshire town (6)
  9 Angry journalist under pressure (6)
14 He’d wisely arranged to stock American 

printer component (5,5)
17 Trend regularly ignored after pharaoh 

repeatedly expressed disapproval (3-6)
18 Girl with diamonds set about in French 

comic opera (8)
20 Country cousin’s tip after rector’s seen 

in low company (7)
21 Frenzied woman managed to settle after 

gang leader’s taken away (6)
22 Dog blanket (6)
24 Raised with sort of hoist (3,2)
26 Stylist essentially brought in to polish 

up rock band (4)


